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Due to ongoing research and development specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Some availability subject to minimum order. All luminaire lumens are 4000k colour temperature readings.

Product MIS/SPL60
Surface or Suspended LED Linear

Lamp LED

Lumens/m
Luminaire lumens (4000K)

/LO
Low Output
1900lm/m

/SO
Standard Output

2642lm/m

/HO
High Output

3255lm/m

Lengths /6
578mm

/9
859mm

/12
1139mm

/15
1420mm

Driver /STD
Non Dimming

/DALI
DALI Dimming

/SDIM
Switch Dimming

Colour 
Temperature

/830
3000k

/840
4000k

/850
5000k

/865
6500k

/TWH
Tunable White

Colour /WHRAL9016
White RAL9016

/WHRAL9010
White RAL9010

/BKRAL9005
Black RAL9005

/SLV
Anodic Silver

Diffuser Options /PW
Polar White

/MPO
Micro Pristmatic Optic

Emergency
/ME3
Three hour main-
tained emergency

/ME3-ST
Three hour maintained self test 
emergency

/ME3-PRO
Three hour 
emergency

To Specify: SPACELINE60 LED, Standard Output, 2600lm per meter, 4000k, 1139mm long, LED modular suspended 
downlight finished white RAL9016 supplied complete with DALI control gear, Wireless Control and polar white 
diffuser. Part code: MIS/SPL60/LED/SO/1139/DALI/WI/840/DL/12/WH9016/PW/WS

SPACELINE60 range is an energy efficient surface or suspended linear luminaire.

With a range of outputs and a modern minimalist design the luminaire is suitable for a wide range of applications 

including offices, meeting rooms, circulation areas and receptions.

- A  range of low, standard and high lumen outputs

- Colour Temperatures: 3000k - 4000k - 5000k - 6500k - TWH

- Available with Dimming (/STD/DALI/SDIM)

- Wireless Control (/WI)

- Available with Emergency (/ME3/ME3-ST/ME3-PRO)

- Diffuser Options: Polar White /Microprism (/PW/MPO)

- Available in Direct or Indirect /Direct options (/DL/UDL)

- Available with wire suspension (/WS)

- Available with wall mounting bracket (/WMB)

- Available with various sizes, wattage and lumen outputs

- A range of modular sizes available from 578mm-3595mm, 

  and available in continuous lengths to suit project 

  requirements

- 5 year system warranty

SPACELINE60

Indirect /Direct 
(/UDL)

Direct (/DL)


